Potentials of "stem cell-therapy" in pancreatic cancer: An update.
In recent times, cell-therapies like T-activated cells, dendritic cells and natural killer cells have shown increasing promise in treating cancers as evidenced by both animal and human studies in the literature. In addition, stem cells are also being considered as potent anti-cancer agents since they act through multi-pronged approaches (chemokines, cytokines, paracrine action). In this review, we have attempted to discuss the inferences of studies that have used different sub-types of stem cells namely mesenchymal stem cells (MSCs), hematopoietic stem cells (HSCs) and neural stem cells (NSCs) in in-vitro/in-vivo mice and/or human studies as a treatment modality for pancreatic cancer. Pancreatic cancers are diagnosed in late/metastatic stages hence limiting its progress to partial/disease-free status. Recent literature supports evidences of stem cell therapy in pancreatic cancer with promising results; yet their impact remains inconclusive due to limited studies in human subjects. With reference to the treatment options for pancreatic cancer, the most studied sub-type of stem cells was HSCs as evident from the available clinical trials. The suggested mechanism of the HSC-transplantation is presumably via the graft-versus-tumor effect that elicits an anti-tumor immune response activated by the T-cell repertoires. On the other hand, the property of MSCs like tropism, migration to tumor site and activation of host immune cells by its secretome, appear to be able to regulate pancreatic tumor microenvironment. Further, drug delivery potential could be mediated via engineered MSCs to enhance the bioavailability of drug/prodrug at tumor site. Conclusively, stem cells have shown great potentials as next-generation therapeutic options.